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an impurity ; it is quite sufficient to know that an agreement in 
!eng h of and aerial wave-lengt!; was assumed which 
does no ·: exist, and that, moreover, the mecnamcal nature of the 
organ-pipe, o.nd its delicate apparatus so wondec-fully_ balanced 
for the attainment of its ends, had e.>caped observatiOn. The 
admirable method of exp,rimerrt for ascertaining the velocity of 
sound in gases, devised_ by M. Kundt, by means of glas> tubes 
and lycopodium _1s free from the same source of _err_or ; 
and , as might be antlctpated, a marked diffe
rence in estimates. In respect of carbomc ac1d gas and hydro
gen gas, for instance, Dulong differs from Kundt, his estimate 
in the one case being less by one-fifth of the whole, and the 
other more by one-fourth ; the divergence interprets itself, indi
cating the relation of their densities to the compelling force, the 
unseen action at the mouth of the organ-pipe. This 
will be clear when the "air-moulded· reed " is fully understood 
in its nature and functions. Wilen the m:1gqetism of the earth 
is perceived, the dip of the needle to the north or south of the 
equator in accord with its localisation is explained. 

The of "obscurity" amounts to a concession that 
the old theory has been found wanting, that it is inadequate to 
deal with facts. Whether in dealing with the larger questions 
here brought into discussion, or with the simpler class, the mere 
modifications of structure, it is equally incapable. If, for in
stance, a stopped pipe is pierced through the stopper 3.nd a short 
opC<l pipe inserted, say a third or fourth the diameter and a 
third or fourth the length, what will be the effect of this on the 
pitch? The old theory would reply, the added length would 
cause a Battening of pitch, and tht n will come a proviso for 
safer.y's sake, that if the change converted it into an open 
organ pipe then the pitch would be raised i_n accordance with the 
open le'lgth . We go to Nature for her saym the matter, and fin ct 
that the pitch is raised not flattened, and that the extent is about 
a quarter of a tone, ancl that fiwth er lengthening of the smailer 
pipe takes back the pitch again just its quarter tone. If an
other stopped pipe is dnlled at the back with a hole of a diameter 
a thirc\ or fourth of that of the pipe, but so that it shall be at a 
higher level than the lip or edge of the mouth, in elfect short
ening the air column by admission of external air at a higher 
point, what will be the result? On the old theory we should 
expect the pitch to be higher in consequence. Appealing to the 
ear we know that, on the contrary, i t is A.attened. These re
sults cease to be anomalies when viewed under the new theory, 
and itHleed they would be predicted with COll fidence as the 
necessary outcome of the conditions. . . 

The proposition that in an organ-p1pe there 1s no constant 
wave-length for an ascertained pitch, will no doubt be discoun
tenanced as novel and revolutionary, but it is true and will have 
to be acknowledged. A further proposition that in an open 
organ-pipe there thr_ee differe1.1t ve_locities speeding at dif
ferent rates, concurnng m every v1brat10n, and essential to the 
synchronic time of its note, has a still more aggressive aspect 
defiant of law. Not so. It is because law- •· known law," 
does not cover the facts, is unstable in its applications, and is 
deficient in prevision, that there is room for new hypothesis 
which does not play fast and loose with nature ; the utmost 
exactitude of length in an organ-pipe is as indispensable in this 
as ill the older theory, but the relation is one of proportion tD a 
system, and the least and variatio:l will make imperative 
suitable or correspondmg mod1ficatwns !l1 other port10ns of the 
slruct:.tre. Oniy a whistle, yet with more to marvel at for deli
cacy of organi atwn and beauty o£ adaptat ion ".than is dreamt of 
in philosophy." . , _ . 

As regards "fixtty of wave-length, that charactensbc re
appears in a new relation, aml we shall find that, allowing for 
retardation by friction, the super-nodal half-wave of the pipe 
corresponds very closely with in atm.osphere. !he cause 
of the displacement of the node 1s mvolved m the phys1ca!..ction 
taking place at the mouth of organ pipes! the consideration of 
which is reserved for a further commumcatwn. 

HE!I.MANN SMITH 

Auroral Display 
As a few 1·emarks on the aurora ot the 4th may be of interest 

to some of your meteorological readers I append the foliowing 
notes:-· . 

At 6. 15 P.M. on Wednesday, the 4th mst., an aurora com-
menced in the northern part of the sky wh1ch gradually went 
down towards the south. 

7-15.-Semicircle from W. to E ., streamers shooting up from 
it. 

7-zs.-Light m:>re diffused, a few streamers at N. W. 
7.30. -A semicirde of diffused lig-ht from W. S. W. to E. 
7·35--Bright line oflight from W.S. W. to E.; no 
7.40.-A very faitlt irregular line of llght from W.S. W. to E. 
7 -45.-Diffused light. 
7.50.-Same as at 7-45-
7· 55.-Streamers shooting down from zenith all round. Very 

fine. 
8.-Bright at N.N.E. Streamers N. and N.N.E. A sharp 

S . E. breeze. 
8. 5.-Bright light at N. W. No 
8.ro.-Streamers at N.E. 
8. 15.-Streamera at S.S.E. 
9.-No aurora perceptible. 
From the abo'le, we note one peculiarity, namely, that the 

aurora was chietly in W. + E. or W .S. W. at1d S.S. E. 
WILLIAM HY. WATSON 

Braystones, near Whitehaven, Feb. 9 

[We have received letters concerning this auro.ra. fr.:>m several 
other parts of the country.] 

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 

ALTHOUGH we published last week a ldter from 
Mr. Baden Pritchard, Hon. S ec. of the Photographic 

Society, impugning the justice or accl!racy of o ur stric
tures on that Society, ollr esteemed correspondent has 
not caused us to change our opinion. 

We have now b efore us the Journal of the S ociety for 
the pas t year (a summer vacatioa of three months ex
cepted), and certa inly it furnishes primd .facie evidence of 
the most apathetic and inefficient cond ition which is con
sistent with continuous existence. The numbers contain 
eight pages each, the page little more than half the size 
of tha t of NATURE, and in the whole year's proceedings 
there are twelve pages devoted to scien ce, half of this 
being a lecture by Prof. Stokes ; three or four papers of 
considerable value on technical points of photographic 
interes t, and much which the charity of any semi-learned 
society would be largely strained in giving pa per and 
ink to. 

There is no m ention of scientific or other committees, 
n o provision for them in the laws, no reports of investiga
tions made or to be made, no notice of scientific discovery 
abroad or recognition of discovery a t home. Mr. Pritchard 
has no need to assure us that the body " does not profess 
to b e a purely scienti·fic one "-the scient ific element in it, 
so far as its own r ecord shows, is purely fortu itous. 

But without demanding scientific l abours from a body 
not'' purely scientific," we do not even find evidence of 
common activity in the research of practical problems, 
and if any of its members are, as Mr. Pritchard suggests, 
engaged in researches on the process and nature of film 
best snited for transit of Venm observations, they have 
not h ad faith enough in the countenance of their Society 
to place their labours before it, o r ask its assistance in 
p erforming them. 

Since our article appeared, the revolution alluded 
to has taken place, and that p art of the Society in 
favour of r eform having a majority at the m eeting ap
pointed for the discussion of the question, have carried 
an amendment to the laws providing that henceforward 
the Society at large shall select its council, and that the 
majority of the actual council shall not h ave the power to se
lect for retirement such members as it sees fit and to decide 
who shall replace them, as has actually been the case 
hitherto ; it has also been decided that the presidency 
shall rotate. These measures were, as we learn from the 
photographic papers, strongly opposed by the council, and 
upon being carried by a majority of 30 to 23 (the council 
itself voting in the minority) the entire body r esig ned. 

As the m eeting at which this stroke of singular policy 
was made, was that for the election of the new mem
bers of council, these were enabled to assume the 
reins of government and prevent the, otherwise in-
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evitable, total dissolution of the Society. And now 
that the reformers have its affairs in their own 
hands, it is to be hoped that it will begin a new life 
of efficiency, and, remembering that it owes the cause of 
its existence to the labours of scientific men, give its most 
efficient aid to those scientific researches in which it has 
become an important element of investigation, as well as 
to those of a more technical nature which have given photo
graphy so great a commercial and industrial value. And 
on the other hand we bespeak for it the aid and counte
nance of all scientific men whose researches are in any 
way dependent on photography, and give it, in its refor
mation, our best wishes for that complete success and 
efficiency which will make it as useful to Science as 
honourable to itself and its members. 

NOTES FRO:i:f THE "CHALLENGER" 

T HE following contributions to the literature of the 
Challenger Expedition appear in the Cape Monthly. 

The first contribution consists of a few notes from Com
mander Maclear, written on the day of the ChallenJ;er's 
departure from Simon's Bay, and will give our readers an 
idea of the work still before the Expedition :-

On leaving Simon's Bay, if the weather permits, 
and temperature soundings will be taken on 

the Agulhas bank; then sail made for Marion Island. 
This and the Crozetts will be examined ; the last may be 
occupied by the French as an observing station for the 
Transit of Venus. Then for Kerguelen Island. It is 
not likely that the weather will allow a regular series of 
soundings to be taken as hitherto, but some doubtless 
will be taken on the passage. 

Kerguelen's, or Island of Desolation, will be a fertile 
field of exploration in every department of science, and 
as it is to be one of the stations for watching the Transit 
of Venus, special information will be collected for the use 
of the astronomers who will go there towards the close of 
next [this] year. The longitude of the island will be deter
mined by chronometrical measurement from the Cape, 
and again to Melbourne, and with the great number of 
chronometers (r6) that the Challenger has on board, the 
longitude should be determined very accurately. 

After leaving Kerguelen, Macdonald Island will be 
examined, and search made for a harbour there; and 
then a stretch will be made to the Ice Barrier. The in
vestigations in the neighbourhood of the ice are very im
portant, but great care will have to be taken not to get 
entangled in the ice. With steam power, and the clear 
weather there is likely to be in February, little danger 
need be apprehended. If the season should be fine, some 
considerable time will be occupied in this region, but if 
not, after a sbort stay, sail will be made for Melbourne, 
which will probabiy be reached in the end of March. 
After a few days there, to obtain the rates of the chrono
meters, we go on to Sydney to refit and, if necessary, 
dock. This terminates the second stage of our voyage. 

Leaving Sydney about the middle of May 1874, and 
carrying a line of soundings to New Zealand, we next 
examine the islands about the Coral Sea and Torres 
Straits in August 1874: New Caledonia, New Guinea, 
Arofura Sea, Kaepang in Timor, Java Sea, Macassar, 
Celebes, and reach Manilla in November. We next look 
up the doubtful islands of the Western Pacific; visit 
New Ireland, the Solomon Islands, and Pellew, and 
Japan will bereached in March 1875. From Japan we 
cross to Vancouver's, and then to Valparaiso, examining 
Eastern Island and Sulay group in our course. Leaving 
Valparaiso in the end of 1875, we go through the Straits 
of Magellan to Falkland Isles, Rio de Janeiro, Ascension, 
and England in the middle of r876. 

The other communication, of a differer.t order, comes 
from a gallant Blue Jacket, who speaks for himself and 

the Cha/lellgcrs and their labours somewhat irreverently 
thus:-

FRoM JACK SKYLIGHT TO HIS OLD SHIPMATE 

A Letter without 1Jtuch Rhyme and with a little ReasOJt 

·we've crossed the Line a many times in craft both great and 
small, 

And of them 'ere fish that's thereabouts I've caught 'em nearly 
all. 

It aint becos I wants to boast I says as "it is so," 
Bnt 'cos I think that wot is wot I'm just the bloke to know. 
I'll first acquaint you, topmate, with the nature of my dooty, 
And show you what I've larned since last we met, my beauty. 
I jined this craft last winter, got rated on her ledger 
A swabber, jobber, scrubber, a sounder, aud a druger. 
I know, old ship, when this you see you'll say I'm flyin' hi, 
But it's true as Polly-Arris is above us in the sky. 
At sea we sounds-no matter, Bill, if every blessed thread 
Aloft or low of canvas before the wind is spread, 
In it comes ! And down there goes, I've really quite forgotten 
How many fathoms (half-inch), Bill, until we touches bottom. 
Sometimes the timmey-noggie that holds the weights don't G 
And then a fog* arises as is horrible to see. 
We flies in all directions, like cats on houses sport in', 
The luff cries out, the donkey shies, and makes a dreadful 

snortin'-
It a1nt a regular ass, Bill, but one of them inventions 
They puts aboard a man-of-war with various intentions, 
To wit, it nicks the complement, and gives the honest Jacks 
More time to study politics and read the1r Sunday tracks. 
The donkey does the hauling in, which is no doubt a blessin', 
For if it had to come by hand, oh ! lord, 'twould be distressin'. 

Vl e've a many curious ratins, a lot of long shore tailies 
For scientifick genelmen, their servants, and their valleys. 
Don't yer see these learned bosses have come to search the 

ocean, 
But for what, old son, 'twixt you and I, I'm blow'd if 1\·e a 

notion. 
I've 'eard 'em talk of Artie drift and walleys under water, 
And specs next week to find they've nab'd old Davy and his 

darter. 
Of course you know they've got to find. the link atween the 

species, 
Some say as there's a coon aboard as liks it all to pieces; 
I cannot tell, for well you know it aint the likes o' me 
That's got a chance like swells abaft the cums sight to see. 
The scientifick swells, old chap, are mad on mud, and great 
On getting things like what we used in Chiney for our bait. 
You know them squids and stuff we tried for catching them 

therP. conger? 
'Vel!, it's the same·; but then the name is many a fathom longer. 
They seems to me to make a deal and show a great snrprise 
At things we've seen, Bill, many times, when first they meet 

their eyes. 
Perhaps its 'cos the alive their fancies somewhat tkkle, 
They only having seen them home screwed up in brine or pickle. 

I've told yer how we sounded, now I'll tell yer how we druge, 
And if my _life's a angel's I'll leave yer for to judge. 
We hangs t:"e drege at the yard-arm to a sort o' kind of buffer
At expltrnation, Bill, yer no I always was a duffer-
It aint a bad doge neither; for when its pulled it streches 
And gives a kind of surge when the dredge at summat ketches; 
It's like a koncertina, Bill, but where the wind is squoze, 
From to end a set of stays like Inde rubber goes: 
A block B tacked at bottom and through it runs the line
Which is the werry bane of life to this old pal of thine · 
I've burnt my hands, I've spiled my close, I torn my underneath 
I bark'd my shins and mk'd my back, and loosened all 

teeth-
All through that blessed line, Bill, which, trifling as it seems, 
Is wuss nor all the nightmares that ever hunts in dreams. 
The care that is required for to keep that line from breakin' 
If your stationed near the donkey is a awful undertakin' ; 
The thing flies thro' your fingers, and if stationed near the drum, 
Its safe to nab you somehow by a finger or a thumb ; 
Then. there's the pipe and others, Bill, that raise a shout and 

call ' 
*Row. 
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